
Fits Lines from 3/8 to 1" (10–25 mm)
Good for all double braided and twisted rope

Chafe protection that’s
easy to Install EXACTLY 

where you need it!

Chafing through expensive dock and 
anchor lines is a waste of money.
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Protecting your expensive
line is easy as 1-2-3

SCORE
SCORE
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Secure® Removable 
Chafe Guard

1 If possible, lay the line and 
the guard on a flat surface. 
Secure® Chafe Guard fits lines 
from 3/8 to 1" (10–25 mm).
2 Start at the edge where both 
Velcro® strips are sewn, then 
roll line and guard together 
snugly.
3 Interlock the Velcro® strips. 
Face the seam away from any 
bend where the line turns 
around a cleat or roller.

SCORE
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Anatomy of the
World's Best
Chafe Guard: Velcro® brand 

loop fasteners
to close guard 
securely & hold 
snug on the line

Velcro hook fasteners
on ENTIRE interior to grip
the line— no need for additional
strings or ties

Marine-tough nylon outer cover
for superior resistance to chafe

Easy to Install:

Hayward, CA 94545 U.S.A.
Product designed by 

KRS Enterprises, Newport, R.I.
Made in China
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It is easiest to lay the chafe guard on a flat surface with the 
Velcro™ loop side up. Lay the line to be protected parallel 
to the Velcro hook material that is facing down and roll the 
line up snug inside the chafe guard.

Secure Chafe Guards can easily be moved to another 
position by removing, relocating and repeating the installa-
tion process.

Use on all dock, mooring or anchor lines from 3/8" to 1" 
(10–25 mm) diameter.

#397  One pair

Stops chafe at the first 
turn around a dock cleat 
or deck cleat

Protects both your dock lines
and your boat's expensive
cosmetic finish

Protects both your dock lines
and your boat's expensive
cosmetic finish

Protects both your dock lines
and your boat's expensive
cosmetic finish

Provides instant protection 
where two dock lines cross 
to prevent them from "sawing" 
each other in half

Where 
two lines 
cross…

Over the
cap rail…

At 
Anchor…

On a dock
cleat…

Stops chafe at the first 
turn around a dock cleat 
or deck cleat

Installs in seconds,
right where you need 
chafe protection most

Installs in seconds,
right where you need 
chafe protection most
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